Standard conversion

Specced to be special
Standard is such an ugly word. All our
vans come equipped for an experience
most others would consider ‘the upgrade’.
It starts with the van

Specification:

The VW Transporter. Our van of choice. Always sourced from
partners we trust (more often than not, VW direct). Always
with low mileage. Always inspected and serviced to run as
new. Backed up with a full warranty.

Pop top (white or Black) with bed

From storing to snoring with ease
Our sliding rib bed puts just one thing above your comfort.
Your safety. Combine this with its flexible storage options –
more boot space on the move, more living space when you
arrive – and you have the best bed on the market.

Windows front quarters with drivers
side slider x 2
Windows rear quarters x 2
Rear door windows (barn or tailgate)
Sound deadening and insulation

The roof with higher standards

Carpet for sides

With enough storage for all your bedding when travelling,
and enough space for two grown adults when sleeping.
They’re also M1 crash tested. And there’s the option of a zip
out canopy for comfortable al fresco dining.

Floor with Altro (choice of colours)

Units unique to us
Designed in-house, our units are engineered from poplar –
a wood chosen for its lightweight strength and durability.
Enhanced with a hard-wearing melamine finish (in a colour
of your choice) and aluminium edges, they look good for the
long term.
Delight in the details
Take pleasure in the finer things: LED mood lighting with
reflective surfaces; stainless steel splash backs and Corian
work surfaces; aluminium tambour doors and blackout
curtains. It all adds up to a stylish, but tough, interior.
Equipped for life
With all the things you would expect: leisure battery with
USB and 3-pin plugs; external electricity supply with gas
habitation certificate; Dometic fridge; and Smeg gas hob and
sink.
Here’s what you can’t see
Not everything special is on show. Each van is generously
insulated and sound proofed, has a one-piece floor and
strong roof frame, and receives its utilities through copper
gas pipe works and clean cable routing.

Kitchen unit and wardrobe unit in light
weight plywood in white
Staron worktop in Sanded Onyx
Brushed aluminium kitchen surround
Black out curtains
Fridge Dometic
Double burner hob and sink
Water container and pump
RIB bed in cloth matching front seats
Swivel Double passenger
Sliding door store		
Electrics incl split charger, leisure battery
and 240v hook up
LED circular lights, strip light and
reading lights
Gas locker and fittings to hob
Total including VAT:

£ 16,000.00
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